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Money: Most Generic Social Contract

A debt contract, which we accept as a promise, used to exchange for 
something of undetermined value with our future society.

No expiry date Arbitrary goods/service 

Undetermined quantity Undetermined counterparty|



Crypto: Commodity Money

- Pre-determined units / growth curve
- Okay for store of value / medium of exchange
- Unfit as unit of account due to lack of elasticity



- Attempt as Crypto-Economy’s unit of account 
- UoA inseparable from Store of Value
- Elastic to demand, via target money or independent policy

Crypto: Credit money

Uncollateralized

Basecoin

Commodity 
Collateralized

MakerDAO

Loan 
Collateralized

PHI

Independent 
Monetary 
Policies

Fixed to target money



What about  
Local incentives? 



Firm exists as …

- Lower tx cost intra-org
- Shared output
- Full alignment of incentives
- More financial certainty 
- Shared mission / values via selection

… coming back to Theory of Firm



… classic model
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- Crypto extends / reshuffles the classic firm model

… to new peer model
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2 Shades of Co.
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50 shades of tokens
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Changes in financial 
infrastructure



San 
Francisco

Beijing

The world wasn’t quite flat ...



… until crypto 
funding wave 

in 2017 



… via a 
World Computer 

for public 
computation

NOT only ... a security 
improvement, or global 
money/value system

It’s a public computation service 
that never existed before.

Anyone can create a perpetual 
service to the world.

Everything becomes public 
domain.



But 
more than 
just software ...



- Clinical Trial: $50m - 
$100m+ per drug 

- Eroom’s law
- 14 years average drug dev 

time. 10 year patent 
exclusivity.

- Iku: Funding for Clinical 
Trials

Case: New Drug 
Development



Other cases ...

- Longevity / Anti-aging
- Public infrastructure: Berkeley city bond 



Evolving public 
sector’s role

(more like private sector)



Evolution of Government’s common role

- Guaranteeing individual’s property ownership and security
- Funding public goods: science, infrastructure, & etc.
- Redistribution of wealth & providing safety net
- & etc.



Estonia e-Citizen program

● Launched 2014 
● Allow non-Estonians to access Estonian services, e.g. company 

registration, taxation, banking, and etc.
● A Digital Identity globally



Jurisdiction as 
A Global Computational Service

Supra-national nature creates massive opportunity for jurisdictions,

e.g.

- Identity Registrar
- Reputational service
- Fraud detection 
- Regulation self enforcement   
- On-chain taxation 



Currency as a service

- 1941 Bretton Woods conf established a 
monetary system with all currencies 
linked to USD

- USD links to gold in fixed exchange 
rate.

- 1971 Nixon ended USD-Gold link. Most 
countries went to free floating.

- USD/EUR dominates trades



Can technology 
facilitate a more 
equitable 
society?



Marx’s Prophecy

“pauperism forms a condition of capitalist production, 
and the capitalist development of wealth”. (2; p. 450). 

This derives from the assumption that the nature of 
capitalist production (e.g. capital accumulation, 
automation and reduced demand for labor) reduces 
wage growth relative to total value creation in the 
economy, thereby leading to worsening workers’ 
alienation.



A Blurring Line: 
Labor vs. Capital 
Income

- Mass Entrepreneurship
- Direct investment as 

individuals



- Widely accessible 
- Cuturally encouraged
- Significant depth & liquidity
- A “Fallback” choice
- (Perceived as) Risk Hedging 

against “real economy” 

A Curious Case: Rethink Gold Hoarding

Gold



A Curious Case: Rethink Gold Hoarding

Emerging Market Stocks

Developed Market Stocks

Leading American Stocks

Gold

High Yield bonds

Real Estate Investment Trust

Investment Grade Bonds

Commodities

US Government Bonds



- Rethinking money, scope of firm & incentives
- Capital & Business Inherently Global
- Structural changes to all aspects of society
- Jurisdiction transactional level granularity
- Tokenization lead to significantly better financial access and social 

mobility 

Summary 


